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ABSTRACT

Models for solving transport and dispersion problems of radio-
active pollutants through atmosphere are briefly shown. These
models are the base for solving and some special problems such
as:estimating effective and physical heights of radioactive
sources,computation of radioactive concentration distribution
from multiple sources etc.

IHTRODUCTION

A set of numerical meteorological models,which has been develo-

ped in the Boris KidriS Institute,gives oportunity for calcula-

tion input,meteorological,parameters for reactor routine and

accident radioactivity releases consequences models. These ev-

ents are included:

- current releases of radioactivity in the atmosphere(rou-

tine or accident)and current meteorological conditions,

- average routine releases of radioactivity in the atmosphe-

re and average(climatological)meteorological conditions in the

long time.

In the every model from the set there exist Gaussian diffu-

sion model like the basic submodel. Diffusion parameters o and

a from the Gaussian formula are estimated by the Turners staDi-
z
lity classification scheme submodel.which exists in the every

model from the set too.

In working out this set of models, and Turners stability

classification scheme had been developed a set of astronomical

submodels for calculation astronomical parameters-the time of
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sunrise and sunset and the height of the sun in the time of me-

teorological measurements and observations.

In the set there are and some models which originated at the

application of the basic diffusion models and at the. specific

demands of the practical work. Some of that models are briefly-

presented in the paper, too.

MODEL FOR ESTIMATING LONG TERM AVERAGE POLUTANT
CONCENTRATION

This code implements the assumptions outlined in the section C

(Clc) of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.111. The basic equation for

the Straight-Line Airflow model presented by Sagendorf is:

I n JNXu S (X) I"1 exp |-h^/20
2 .(X) | (1)

where

h is the effective release height,

n. . is the length of time(hours of valid data)weather conditions

are observed to be at a given wind direction,windspeed class,

i,and atmospheric stability class,j;

N is the total hours of valid data;

u. is the midpoint of windspeed class,i,at a height representa-

tive of release;

o .(X) is the vertical plume spread without volumetric correc-ZJ
tion at distance,X,for stability class,j;

S .(X) is the vertical plume spread with a volumetric correction
zj

for a release within the building wake cavity,at a distan-

ce,X,for stability class j otherwise 2 .(x)=a .(X),

(x/Q')D is the average effluent concentration,x,normalized by

source strength, Q',at distance,X,in a given downwind

direction,D.

The input meteorological data are row meteorological para-

meters: N-total cloud cover; Nh-ceiling; vv-.-wind speed at

10 m; vv -wind speed at the release height; dd-wind direction.

All other input meteorological and astronomical parameters are

calculated in subroutines from the structure of the main prog-

ram.

In the last time,there is a new admission to the problem of

estimating long term average pollutartt concentration in routine

releases. In every point of numerical net,for every set of me-
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teorologioal and releases data on the terms of meteorological

measurements and observations,contributions to the level of

pollutant concentrations are calculated. Practically,in this

concept, concentrations of pollutant in the net of calculating

points can be obtained by the realizations of "short term" dis-

persion model in the number of the terms of meteorological mea-

surements and observations existed in the choosen long period.

MODEL FOR ESTIMATING POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION
FOR CURRENT ROUTINE RELEASES AND METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

This programme gives oportunity for estimation pollutant concen-

tration all around continuous point sources for current meteo-

rological conditions. The programme is based on the Gaussian

plume model for continuous sources: „ „

/ 2 ° I. * ' *

where

y - this is coordinate which refers to the horizontal direction

at right angles to the plume axis with y equal to zero on

the axis.

Other parameters have the same meanings as in the equation

(1). This model is above mentioned "short term" dispersion mo-

del.

MODEL FOR ESTIMATING POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION FOR
CURRENT ACCIDENT RELEASES AND METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

This model implements recommendations outlined in USNRC Regula-

tory Guide 1.145 related to calculations of "2-hour" relative

pollutant concentration values x/Q*

In the mentioned recommendations there are several procedu-

res for calculation "2-hour" x/Q values,depending on the mode

of release and on the distance from the source.

Model treats separately releases through vents or other

building penetrations and stack releases,taking into considera-

tion atmospheric stability.

The accident model is very similar to previous model for

routine releases. The main difference is that x/Q values in the

accident model are determined through selective use of the se-

veral equations of the Gaissian type similar to equation (2).
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MODEL FOR ESTIMATING PHYSICAL STACK HEIGHT BASED ON
THE GIVEN GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATION OF A POLLUTANT'

CONTINUOUSLY RELEASED IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Model is based on plume rise formulae from Briggs(i969) and on

the Gaissian straightline plume model. It is possible to calcu-

late plume rise with ideal meteorological scenario or with real

meteorological data from location of future nuclear (or some

other) potential source of air pollution,using defined crite-

rions.

First the effective release height h from the equation (2)

is calculated using iterative procedure to check if defined cri-

terion is satisfied.

The effective release height contains two members:

h = h + Ah (3)

where:

h - is the physical height of a stack

Ah- is the plume rise.

So,the physical height of a stack can be calculated from the

equation (3) after calculation plume rise using Briggs's formu-

lae for given meteorological and other stack parameters.

MODEL FOR ESTIMATING POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION IN THE CASE
OF SIMULTANEOUSLY RELEASES FROM SEVERAL SOURCES

By assumption that the problem of dispersion of gaseous pollu-

tant from continuous point source is solved on satisfactory way,

problem of calculation multiple contribution to the pollutant

concentration level from several sources is in some sense pure

mathematical.

Coordinate system in which positions of the sources and

calculating points are defined (absolute coordinate system),

is placed so that coordinate origin is in the point of meteoro-

logical measurements and one axis in the north direction.

Because equation (2) is valid in the coordinate system

bounded to the source (local coordinate system), transformation

of the coordinates of calculatln points for every source must

be done.

For ilustration of this transformation one source with

coordinates (X ,YS) and one calculating point with coordinates

(Xc,Yc) in the absolute, coordinate system are taken, Fig.1.

When distance of the source from the coordinate origin and wind
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direction 6 are known,coordinates of the calculating point in

the local coordiante system are given by the equation:

y = VX 2 + Y 2 SIN(6 -9 ) (4)
S 3 S W

(5)X = V X 2 + Y 2 - V ( X 2 + Y
 2)cos(e - e

c c s s s
where 9 is angle between radius vector of the source and the

s
x axis (Fig.1). So all parameters standard deviations o ,o and

effective height defend on x and y.

Fig.1

CONCLUSION

Because all presented models represent a logical whole and be-

cause the same subroutines exist in their structures models

are connected in one operative set for solving basic and some

special dispersion problems in the Boris Kidric Institute. The

set is instalated on the microcomputer Atari 520 St+.
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